CRAFT: SWIMMING OCEAN ANIMAL

Swim through World Oceans Day with a sustainable swimming animal craft!

Materials Needed:
- Paper
- Markers/crayons
- Tape or Glue
- Scissors
- Decorations (Optional)

Instructions:
1. Choose an Ocean Animal. You can choose any animal, we chose a fish and a squid!
2. Cut a piece of paper into the body shape of your animal.
3. Accordion-fold your piece of paper.
4. Cut out the body parts of the animal you chose (for ours we have the fins and tentacles of our squid and the head and fins of our fish)
5. Attach the body parts onto the accordioned paper.
6. Decorate your animal any way you like.
7. Swim away with your new fishy friend!

Helpful Hint: It may be easier to color or decorate your animal body before you accordion-fold it.